PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
Name:__________, Surname:________________________ Address (Street, city, state, country and post
code):______________________________________________________________________ , Passport
number:___________________ nationality:___________________ ,phone number:_____________, available in
Whatsapp (YES/NO)______email:________________________ , gender (M/F) ________, age:______years old.
Confirms that has an interest in participating in the Catalonia DroneCamp'18. Has read and accepts the Rules of
the Catalonia DroneCamp’18, published on the website cataloniadronecamp.com (in the updated version of this
present application). Consents giving the following data in order to make the pre-registration.
CURRICULAR DATA:
Completed University degree:_________________________________________________
Professional experience:_____________________________________________________
Entrepreneurship experience:_________________________________________________
If you have no entrepreneurship experience explain why you would like to become an entrepreneur:
____________________________________________________________________________
Write your social media user accounts (at least the professional ones):
___________________________________________________________________________
Write in which profile do you recognize yourself more:
✔
a) Technical profile, potentially CTO or COO:___
✔
b) Financial profile potentially CEO or CTO:___

Explain your technical or financial back-ground in the professional drones field:

___________________________________________________________________________
SERVICES YOU WOULD LIKE TO HIRE (*)
In case of being selected to participate to the Catalonia DroneCamp, which services would you like to hire:
Accommodation: YES/NO _____; Meals: YES/NO ______; Complementary activities: YES/NO _____;
Welcome dinner: YES/NO:____ ; Transport: YES/NO _____ Bringing a companion YES/NO:_____

From now on, fill only the requested services

ACCOMODATION
Write from 1 to 3 (from less to more) your favorite options for accommodation (or just 1 or just 1 and 2)
Shared room with; a) individual bed ______, b) folding bed ______, c) double bed _______ or
d) Individual room (double bed) ______ or e) hotel room nearby______.
Avoid share a room with opposite gender: Needed______,preferably _____, indifferent _____
Arrival date: _______________ Departure date: ____________________
MEALS: YES/NO _________ indicate possible dietary restrictions for medical, ideological or religious
reasons:__________________________________________________________________________________
COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES: YES/NO _________ Observations: ________________________________WELCOME DINNER: YES/NO _____________
TRANSPORT:
Will you arrive with your own vehicle? YES/NO _________ Will you have a vehicle available during the course?
YES/NO _________
Will you arrive by train to Torelló? YES/NO _________. Some other Train station? ________________
Are you coming by plane? YES/NO _______. Airport: ______________Do you need pick up service? YES/NO _____
Tell us the date and time; ARRIVAL ________________ DEPARTURE ________________
Write some other transport requirements that you might have:
____________________________________________________
COMPANION. Services you want to hire
Accommodation, preferences (1-3): a) shared room, shared bed ________ b) shared room independent beds
______ c) exclusive shared room ______ d) exclusive room NOT shared_______ e) shared hotel room _______
f) exclusive hotel room ______ g) others_______________________
ADDICIONAL RELLEVANT OBSERVATIONS
Please indicate if you have any kind of physical or medical limitation that, directly, indirectly or potentially, may
have an incidence or consequence in the development of the activity:
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Indicate if you need that the working spaces are accessible YES/NO _________

Other observations:

____________________________________________________________________________________________

CHECK LIST OF ATTACHED FILES
-

Completed form
Motivation letter
Curriculum Vitae
Updated photography
Recommendation letters
Transfer receipt 20€

✔
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____ (optional)
_____

PLACE, DATE, SIGNATURE

__________________________, _________________________:

(*) NOTE. If at the time of the pre-registration you don’t know all details asked in the form, write your
preferences and the most probably services that you will need.

